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page 2: Introduction

ver the past few months, we have been
working with a business mentor to develop
a Customer Value Proposition that packs
a punch and gets us remembered. For
some, this can be a very challenging task
summing up the value of your own business
in a couple of sentences. But we’ve persevered, worked at it,
rewritten it a few times and we’re now confident to say that
we’ve got it. We’ve finally tied it down and arrived at the CVP
that we are happy with…

page 8: The Scott Legend

We provide designs that deliver great return
on investment, maximising your impact with
creative reality.

page 23: Five a Side Football

Helping you discover the difference
great graphic design makes, generating
more opportunities for you to do business.
Straight talking people with passion for
excellent creative graphic design...
Our business is founded on hard work and dedication to
building brands and enhancing the identities of all our clients,
so that they prosper and flourish in business. We operate in a
very similar way to large city centre based design agencies,
but with Design Pit you get a real sense of creative reality
when we discuss project work. We don’t flower things up with
marketing buzzwords, we don’t over complicate the buying
process or the design process. We put our heart and soul into
doing a great job for every client who commission a project
with us.
Our client base is wide and varied and we have an excellent
relationship with each and every one of those valuable
clients. They trust us to do a job for them to the best of our
ability and we will continue to deliver time and time again.
Our Creative Reality policy means that we call things as we
see them, we only recommend the best way forward and
avoid over complicating things. We advise the best route
forward to suit the brief, brand and budget.
The no nonsense approach to graphic design as a business is
what differentiates us as a company and is what we base our
identity and brand on. Pit Stop is one of the vehicles that we
are now employing to deliver our message of Creative Reality
to our client base and further afield. This magazine gives us
a platform to showcase our skills and give an insight to our
company, showing how we operate and how we are different
to larger creative agencies.
I hope that you enjoy reading this latest edition…
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Net working is a great way to build a
business from the ground up!
Why not try it out yourself and come
along as a visitor?

BNI Elite meets weekly at the Ramada Hotel on
Penns Lane in Walmley, Sutton Coldfield.
Meetings start at 6:30am, the only investment other than your time
is £10 to cover breakfast. Please email gareth@designpit.co.uk to
request a visit at one of the region’s best value BNI Chapters.

bringing businesses together...
the BRITE way...
not-for-profit business networking group run by
the members for the benefit of themselves...
Lichfield’s fastest growing business club offering a warm, friendly
welcome to all visitors. Meeting fortnightly on Tuesday mornings from
7am at the Saxon Penny in Lichfield, we are actively looking to grow
our membership and build relationships with new businesses in the
local area. Why not come along and try us out for free?
Our joining fees are incredibly competitive, representing excellent
value for money and making return on investment easy to measure.
britestartnetworking@gmail.com
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follow us on twitter: @BriteStartUK
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The Future of Creativity
in Staffordshire...
On Wednesday 8th March 2017, the world changed completely for Design Pit’s Creative Director Gareth. Emily Victoria
Robertson was born at Burton Hospital at 5:43pm weighing 7 pound 9 ounces. The newest member of the Design Pit
Team is not quite ready to start working at the studio but she has already been in to check out the set up and meet
the rest of the team!
Gareth and his wife Sarah are absolutely thrilled to welcome Emily into the world and would like to thank all of the well
wishers for their kind messages, cards and gifts received in the early part of March after Emily was born. We’re now safe in the
knowledge that should she decide to follow in her dad’s footsteps, the future of creativity in Staffordshire will be safe for another
generation at least!

The Difference
Design makes...
A new client approached us recently with a design conundrum and asked
us to help. They had a drinks brand that needed some attention and
engaged with us to put right some wrongs and develop a new look for the
labelling and packaging.
Slushy Joe’s Ice Drinks is a product very similar to the widely known Slush Puppy
drink. The existing design for the logo, label and packaging was very poor and
also quite risky - having been created using imagery obtained from Google
without a license. Design Pit were brought in to completely redraw the character,
logo and label from scratch. This not only makes a massive difference to the
identity of the brand but also cuts out any awkward image rights issues.
More about this project in the next issue of Pit Stop - watch this space!

High Performance Design for
High Performance Coaches...
Play-ED are a new client for Design Pit and we recently helped them establish a brand identity for the new start up
business. Once we had the identity in place, we looked to design and build a new website that would enable them to
promote themselves online in the UK and in the USA.
Play-ED is the brain child of Alex Leach, a PE teacher at The Portsmouth Grammar School. He has established Play-ED to provide
engaging and inspiring performance hockey coaching for youngsters of all ages. Play-ED Coaching is a new and exciting
concept, bridging the gap between young fun camps and the single system of coaching that is widely used. Their coaching
ethos and identity looks to fill the gap between the enthusiasm of club hockey and school hockey with the aspirations and
professionalism of high performance representative hockey.
The Play-ED brand needed to be energetic, colourful and engaging to youngsters and educational staff on ‘both sides of the
pond’. The fruits of our labour can be seen on the Play-ED website at www.play-ed.com.

DESIGN BY: Dan Hollyoake
e: dan@designpit.co.uk
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Happy
Birthday
to us!
We did it!
We made it to our 5th birthday in one piece! And to
celebrate, we threw open the doors and invited our
clients, suppliers, contacts, friends and family along for
a birthday party.
This event also launched our charity campaign for 2017,
the goal to raise £5000 for Parkinson’s UK, and we made a
great start with a cake sale, raffle and rugby ticket auction
setting us on the way with a £600 haul. A fantastic start to
a year-long campaign supporting a very worthwhile cause.
Check out the Upcoming Events feature on page 16 for more
information about the next few events we have planned.
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JUST TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET:

designpit.co.uk/design365
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Client Focus: Scott Owners Club Ltd | Scope: Art direction of photo shoot on location in Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham. Design
new look and feel for brand new club website, reorder the content and navigation of the site from top to bottom. Website
development, build and hosting. | Expected Completion date: Late 2017

THE

SCOTT

LEGEND

The Scott Owners Club of Great Britain asked us to redesign their website and the first thing that needed addressing
was their complete lack of quality photographic imagery. Before we could do anything, we simply had to put this
right. After sorting out some complex logistics, we managed to settle a date to carry out a professional photography
shoot that would give us the imagery we would need to design a brand new website for the club.
We are designers first and foremost, we know which end of the camera to point with but we couldn’t capture the images that
we would need for this project without some specialist input behind the camera. Fortunately, we work very closely with a
talented photographer Mark Zaccaria. Mark was only too happy to be art directed by us on this shoot and this is what he said
afterwards, “For me, photography isn’t a job it’s a passion. Photography is about understanding what the client would like and
what the photographs will be used for, once you define the brief you can let the creative juices flow. Working with Design Pit is
always really exciting! They share the same passion for striking imagery and as designers they can look ahead and picture in
the mind’s eye, how an image will impact on a design project. On the Scott Motorbike shoot, Gareth worked closely with me as
an art director for the day. It is great to have the designer onsite with me as he can direct me to shoot exactly the way he needs
it. This only benefits the end result – in this case a new website design for the Scott Owners Club. Partnerships like this are great
on different levels – first the client benefits by getting two specialists working together on their brand and secondly, we both
benefit as creative professionals as we end up with some portfolio work that stands out, head and shoulders above the crowd!
Before the shoot went ahead, Gareth and I got together to discuss what we wanted to achieve from the shoot. We talked about
how the website was going to look and how we wanted the photos to work within the layouts of the site design. We wanted to
create a real Industrial feel to the photos so we headed out into the centre of Birmingham for a walkaround the location Gareth
had in mind. We used some fantastic old buildings with great architectural features to create a backdrop for the motor bikes.
The old bridges and factories created the perfect setting for the shoot. I’m really pleased with how the finished results look and
the website looks amazing! We love working with Design Pit as we know they’ll get the very best out of our photographs when
they start putting together the design work for websites, brochures or whatever project they’re working on”.
Words by Design Pit and Mark Zaccaria Photography
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ARTICLE BY: Gareth Robertson
e: gareth@designpit.co.uk
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ay the word ‘Scott’ to a vintage motorcyclist and watch his or her response: it
will be either that of enthusiasm or loathing. The Scott Motorcycle never has
been mediocre! During the 1920’s and 1930’s, when Scott Motorcycles were
at their peak, a dedicated throng of enthusiasts ensured these motorcycles
gained an almost cult like status: the icons of this cult were the legendary
Squirrels, Super Squirrels and Flying Squirrels.
The Scott machine was the product of an engineering genius called Alfred Angas Scott (1874
- 1923). His first motorcycle was built using a homemade twin cylinder engine installed into the
steering head of a modified bicycle. He went on to produce a motorcycle which, on paper at
least, would not look out of place in a modern motorcycle catalogue: his machine incorporated
water cooling, telescopic forks, low slung weight and a lightweight duplex frame giving superb
road holding. This was the Scott of 1908 and these features were to remain an integral part of
the Scott motorcycle for the next 70 years.
The first Scotts were manufactured under contract by a Bradford-based car firm called Jowett.
Thereafter production moved to the famous works at Saltaire (Yorkshire) in about 1910. These
first Scott's were two-speed models utilising an innovative rocking-pedal foot-operated gear
change which also doubled as a type of clutch. The crankshafts comprised a central flywheel
with two overhung cranks (rather like the pedals and gears on a bicycle). The water-cooled
two-stroke engine featured deflector type pistons to assist the displacement of the spent
charge by the incoming mixture of fuel and air. Initially, the twin cylinder head was the
only part of the engine to benefit from watercooling. Later the whole barrel assembly was
surrounded by a snug water jacket with the water circulation being entirely due to convection
and known as the thermosiphon system.
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In fact, so advanced and powerful was the early Scott machine that, as soon as its capabilities
were widely known, it instantly became the victim of official discrimation in competitive events
(fellow competitors riding their poorly powered four stroke machines were, often, easily
beaten by Scott machines of the same capacity). Scotts were deemed to be overly efficient and
therefore their cubic capacity was multiplied by a factor of 1.32 for competitive purposes (this
provided the basis for a fortuitous advertising campaign for Scott: what better advert is there
than something is so good it has to be banned?).
No motorcycle manufacturer of the period could achieve full publicity until they had competed
in the famous Isle of Man Tourist Trophy races. Scott were no exception and they made several
appearances at the TT Races between 1910 and 1914. In 1910 a Scott was the first two-stroke
motorcycle ever to complete a full TT course under race conditions and in 1911 a machine,
ridden by Frank Phillip, gained the TT lap record of 50.11 mph continuous average speed. This
winning streak continued with Scott's being the fastest machines in 1912, 1913 & 1914 as well as
winning the event in 1912 & 1913.
The outbreak of the Great War (1914-1918) effectively halted the production of civilian Scott
motorcycles. It was around this period that the seeds of change were being sowed by Alfred
Scott: in 1919 Scott left the company he had founded so that he could pursue the development
of the Scott Sociable (an innovative, half sidecar half car three-wheeled crab-like vehicle). This
did not prove to be as successful as the Scott motorcycle but Scott had burnt his bridges and
the Scott Motorcycle Company was to continue on without its founder.

Text courtesy of www.scottownersclub.org | Images by Design Pit/Mark Zaccaria Photography © Scott Owners Club Ltd, 2017
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The Scott Motorcycle never
has been mediocre...
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With Scott Motorcycles back in production after the Great War a new model, the Squirrel,
was introduced in 1922. This was followed by the Super Squirrel in 1925 and the Flying Squirrel
in 1926. These were the machines which made the Scott Motorcycle truly famous. These
machines evolved from a two-speed clutch/transmission into a three-speed gearbox/
conventional clutch driven machine. The frame was modified into a stiffer and heavier duplex
arrangement leading to a new range of machines known as the Flyers namely the Tourer,
De Luxe and TT Replica. Other variants of the Scott machine were the Kendal Scott and the
Reynolds special. Both of these models were built to order by second parties and comprised
proprietary modifications to suit the customer.
In the early 1930s the lightweight two-speed model was dropped from the range. This,
coupled with that fact that each new season’s model saw an increase in the weight due to
contemporary specification additions contributed to an overall reduction in the performance
of the machines and a loss of the ‘slim and low weight’ characteristics of the early machines.
These changes culminated in the one of the heaviest Shipley models ever: the 1939 Clubman
Special which weighed in at over 400lbs but still had a claimed top speed of over 90mph
mostly down to its highly tuned engine.
Around 1934/35 the Scott Three-cylinder motorcycle made its debut in the form of a water
cooled 750cc in-line machine. This was superseded by the 1000cc version and proved to
be another example of innovative engineering by the Scott company. Unfortunately, this
motorcycle was never produced in large numbers due to the onset of the Second World War
coupled with dwindling business fortunes. Hence these Three cylinder machines are rarely
seen today.
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Shortly after the end of the Second World War Scott relaunched the Flying Squirrel model.
Available in 500 or 600cc form the machine was even heavier than its pre-war predecessor
due to the addition of massive wheel hubs. The machine was relatively expensive for the
performance it offered and this did nothing to enhance sales. The company limped on for a
few more years until going into voluntary liquidation in 1950.
All was not lost however, at the end of 1950 the Scott manufacturing rides were bought up
by Matt Holder who was to restart Scott motorcycle manufacture in Birmingham. In 1956 the
Birmingham Scott was announced, a 596cc model with a duplex frame, telescopic fork front
and swinging arm rear suspension. The Scott engine with modified castings, radiator and the
pilgrim oil pump remained as characteristic features of the machine. In 1958, the Scott Swift
was announced. The engine was fitted with flat top Pistons giving 500cc displacement and
capable of 90 miles an hour. Unfortunately, this machine never went into production and Matt
Holder reverted to the old style engine. These Birmingham Scotts remained in production right
up to the end of the 1960s at which time they were still featuring some of the key characteristics
of the original models built 60 years earlier.
The 1970s saw the launch of the George Silk Scott. Originally based around the Birmingham
engine, manufacturing rights prevented Silk from building his own copies of the engine so he
designed his own. These Silk machines were produced in small numbers right up until 1979 and
could trace their blood line right back to the first Scott of 1908.
Even today, in the 21st Century a thriving following of the Scott motorcycle exists. Mostly in the
form of Vintage and Classic motorcycling of course but there are still those who continue to
develop the Scott motorcycle in their own way. Whether they choose to race, restore or just ride
the Scott Motorcycle is not dead yet!
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ABOUT US
The Scott Owners Club was founded in July 1958
and currently has more than 700 members scattered world-wide,
with sections inAustralia, New Zealand, and South Africa.
In the UK we have sections in the North, North West,
Midlands, South West, Wales, Scotland, London area and East Midlands,
with regular local meetings in most areas.
The Club caters for the owners of all Shipley-built Scotts (1908/9 to 1950), Birmingham-built
Aerco Jig and Tool Co machines (1954-1972), and the Derby-built Silk motorcycle, although Silk
spares are not generally available from the Club.

SERVICES TO OUR MEMBERS

SPARES SCHEME

LIBRARY

PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVES

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

MACHINE REGISTER & DATING

BADGES & TRANSFERS

GALLERY
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NEWS

EVENTS

FORUM
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JOIN US

The Scott Owners Club was founded in July 1958
and currently has more than 700 members scattered world-wide,
with sections inAustralia, New Zealand, and South Africa.
In the UK we have sections in the North, North West,
Midlands, South West, Wales, Scotland, London area and East Midlands,
with regular local meetings in most areas.

MEMBERSHIP
FORM DOWNLOAD

Scott Owners Club current website
search

WEB DESIGN BY: Mary Hemingway
e: mary@designpit.co.uk

scott owners club
The Scott Owners' Club Limited is a company limited by guarantee, registered in England and
Wales under Registered Number: [ 6473826] - Registered Office : c/o Lewis Onions Solicitors,
Allium House, 36 Water Street, Birmingham, B3 1HP .

Text courtesy of www.scottownersclub.org | Images by Design Pit/Mark Zaccaria Photography © Scott Owners Club Ltd, 2017
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Upcoming Events...
Visit Eventbrite and search for #5kfor5years
or scan the QR codes to book your tickets!

Quiz Night

5-a-Side Football

DARNFORD MOORS GOLF CLUB
Tuesday 4th April
7pm til 10:45pm
CHARITY
AUCTION
Teams of 6, £120 per team
Inc. Chilli, Rice or Wedges

ABBOTS BROMLEY SCHOOL
Saturday 20th May
9am til 6pm
Squads of 7, £140 per team
Inc. entertainment for spectators

Summer BBQ

£5k Gala Dinner

DESIGN PIT HQ
Saturday 12th August
12noon til 6pm
Free to come along
Tug of War (£50 per team of 5)

ASTON WOOD GOLF CLUB
Friday 22nd September
7pm til 11pm
£45 ticket / £400 table of 10
3 course dinner and live band

!
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I was once asked what do you
do for a living, my response?

Oh nothing
I don’t work
I’m a full-time mum!

Actually on reflection, this was incorrect. Being a
full-time mum is a job; albeit on a voluntary 24/7 basis!
However, this got me thinking, was it time to make my
foray back into the workplace?
I had been toying with the idea for a while but was unsure as
to how to pick up my career after putting it on hold for a while
and would it be possible to find a job that would fit around
my children and family life?
Cue Design Pit! Gareth was looking for some help in the
studio and felt that my experiences of working within the
creative industry and professional services sector might work
so I jumped at the opportunity. I was excited to pick up my
career, put my skill set to use and get back into the working
environment. After all, there is only so much Peppa Pig and
Postman Pat you can take!
It’s early days and I’m still finding my feet but it’s great to be
back in the working environment. No two days are ever the
same. I enjoy the challenge and variation that comes with the
role. Design Pit is a great place to work, with a great team
and I look forward to being a part of that.

ARTICLE BY: Sarah Richards
e: sarah@designpit.co.uk
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Powering Ahead
of the Competition

As I sat with Powerflex Batteries owner John Lowndes and
his two lieutenants Mike and Dave at the Hedgehog pub in
Lichfield in December last year, I felt totally at ease with three
clients who had become very friendly with myself and my own
team back at Design Pit HQ. Powerflex are a company who
deal in industrial scale batteries, the kind you’d find in a
forklift truck or airport lorry. It is dirty work. Chemicals, grease,
blood sweat and tears… Hard graft. We’re meeting to discuss
the next stage in a gradual rebranding process for Powerflex
and the major agenda item is a new website design and
development project. John, Mike and Dave are all very much
open books, “I’ve no real knowledge of how websites work
and I’ve no desire to learn now. That’s why we’ve got you
Gareth”.
This is great, just perfect in fact. A client who is trusting us to
do our very best for them. A relationship like this is the best
kind, we know that we are trusted to deliver great design
work but we aren’t hindered by stipulations or boundaries
in the brief. We can get cracking and let our creative juices
flow. We can suggest the best routes forward for the whole
design, the navigation, the way we gather data from visitors,
the calls to action… This is shaping up to be a great brief.
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In an industry densely populated by “pikeys” as John calls them,
it is rare to find a company like Powerflex Batteries that is
as thoroughly professional as they are. Powerflex have a real
structure to their business, dedicated premises, back office
staff, a defined sales process, battery maintenance department
and a focussed factory shop floor that delivers first rate
quality products. They have an identity and are well known
in the industry as the people who do it properly. They are
growing as well with more corporate clients coming on board,
they need to look the part to back up their reputation and the
first place this really need to happen was online.
Soon after the initial meeting at the Hedgehog, our studio got
started on the new website and produced a comprehensive
site design that painted Powerflex in the perfect light. It
gave them call back features, data capture, FAQs page and
product information that would be out there, online, 24/7…
Needless to say, John and the gang were mightily impressed
with what we produced and later put into development. The
site is now live, just a month or so after the initial meeting.
Powerflex are happy, the identity and brand is growing and
soon we’ll be looking ahead to the next stage…

@design_pit
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Evolution not Revolution

The first stage of this rebrand was to update the Powerflex logo. The logo was dated, it looked like
it had been created from a clipart icon, the typography was a bit basic and there was a strange
dot floating in the space above the strapline. We needed to evolve the logo rather than reinvent
the wheel so the changes we could make had to be justified and subtle.

We wanted to create a new logo that paid homage to the old one in terms of composition and
structure but carried a more modern feel. The typography needed to work harder as well, so we
looked at ways of linking letters together to make them a more bespoke logotype rather than a
font typed out.

The Face(s) of the Brand
Stage 2 was to give Powerflex a friendly face; or in this case two friendly faces! The two main client
facing team members at Powerflex are Mike and Dave, these two are the main sales people and the
names most frequently requested on the phones at Powerflex HQ.
The only real issue was that both Mike and Dave weren’t too keen on the idea of having photos taken.
After a bit of discussion, we settled on the idea of using cartoons to provide a visual link to them both.
Before too long, the Battery Boys were born...
These characters can be found on email signatures, quoting documents, letters and various other
documentation. Later, we’d go on to use the cartoons on a large section of the new Powerflex website
- as the Battery Boys fronted up a detailed FAQs area. The cartoons provide a bit of light relief and
start to build a friendly tone of voice for Powerflex. They both link back to Mike and David in terms of
likeness but they are also characters in their own right, and this gives a platform for them to deliver key
information on big parts of Powerflex’s business.

Old website

New website
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Officially
the Region’s
Best Creative
Company...
It is official, Design Pit is the North Birmingham Region’s
Best Creative Company. On Saturday 11th March our
studio hot shots Dan and Mary attended the Tamworth,
Lichfield and Sutton Coldfield Business Networking
Awards Ceremony at Drayton Manor Hotel, nominated
for the 3rd year running in the Creative category.
Going there with an open mind Dan commented when
collecting the award, “Wow. That was a surprise! With such
great competition in the category, we didn’t expect to win,
but it’s a great feeling to be recognised like this”.
Mary added, “It was a really great experience to receive
this award and be recognised for all our hard work. To
be recognised for our creativity is what it is all about! As
designers this is what we sell, so it is a huge confidence boost
when our peers see us as the very best in the region”.
Design Pit has a long history with this awards ceremony
having won Best Start Up Business in 2013 after just 12 months
of trading. The Creative category has been one that has
eluded us ever since, despite being serial category finalists
every year since 2013! Creative Director Gareth wasn’t able
to attend the ceremony due to his wife giving birth just days
earlier but later commented, “I’m thrilled to see the company
win this award! It tops off a great week and although I wasn’t
around to collect the award with my team, I’m delighted that
they were representing us on the night and able to take the
stage in acceptance. This award really reflects their hard
work, dedication and skills as designers. They work tirelessly
on project work and are two of the most passionate creative
designers I’ve come across in my career. They are a credit to
themselves and to our great company. Hopefully, this will be
the first of many more awards to come”.
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SPOT THE 10 DIFFERENCES!
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5-a-Side Football
Tournament...
ABBOTS BROMLEY SCHOOL
Saturday 20th May
9am til 6pm
Squads of 7, £140 per team
Inc. entertainment for spectators

We are currently searching for teams to play in our charity Five a Side Football Tournament
on Saturday 20th May. Teams can be entered via Eventbrite at a cost of £140 for a squad of
7. Every single penny raised will go to our charity Parkinson’s UK. Please scan the QR code
above or visit Eventbrite.com, search for #5kfor5years to access the booking page.
This promises to be a great day of fun, football and fundraising! Please consider entering a
company team as a team-building day out. If you can’t enter a team, there are a number of
sponsorship opportunities available including pitchside hoardings, referee shirt sponsorship and
match ball sponsorship. For more information, please contact Sarah at Design Pit on 01543 241 251
or email sarah@designpit.co.uk

Visit Eventbrite and search for #5kfor5years
or scan the QR codes to book your team!
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